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Abstract
In structural dynamics, the forces acting on a structure are often not well known. System inversion
techniques may be used to estimate these forces from the measured response of the structure.
This paper first derives conditions for the invertibility of linear system models that apply to any
instantaneous input estimation or joint input-state estimation algorithm. The conditions ensure
the identifiability of the dynamic forces and system states, their stability and uniqueness. The
present paper considers the specific case of modally reduced order models, which are generally
obtained from a physical, finite element model, or from experimental data. It is shown how in this
case the conditions can be directly expressed in terms of the modal properties of the structure.
A distinction is made between input estimation and joint input-state estimation. Each of the
conditions is illustrated by a conceptual example. The practical implementation is discussed for a
case study where a sensor network for a footbridge is designed.
Keywords: force identification, state estimation, system invertibility, stability, uniqueness,
sensor network
1. Introduction
The dynamic forces acting on a structure and the corresponding system states are of great
importance to many engineering applications. Often, however, the dynamic forces and resulting
system states can hardly be obtained by direct measurements, e.g. for wind loads, and have to be
determined indirectly from dynamic measurements of the system response using system inversion
techniques.
Originally, force identification and state estimation problems were treated separately. Force
identification problems were initially solved off-line in a deterministic setting. Many methods were
proposed, most of them based on the inversion of the frequency response function [1, 2, 3] or making
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use of a time domain approach [4, 5, 6, 7]. Several state estimation algorithms have been proposed
for linear as well as for non-linear systems [8, 9, 10, 11]. A recursive deterministic method was
presented by Klinkov and Fritzen [12], estimating both the input and system states from a set of
output measurements. Currently, the attention is shifted to the development of recursive combined
deterministic-stochastic approaches [13, 14]. These methods do not only account for measurement
errors, but also for modelling errors and additional unknown vibration sources. An algorithm was
proposed by Gillijns and De Moor, where the input estimation is performed prior to the state
estimation step [15]. The algorithm was introduced in structural dynamics by Lourens et al. [16],
extending the algorithm for use with reduced-order models. A similar approach was proposed by
Niu et al. [17]. Alternatively, the dynamic forces and system states can be jointly estimated using
a classical Kalman filter, hereby including the unknown forces in an augmented state vector [18].
This paper focuses on instantaneous system inversion, i.e. inversion without any time delay,
covering the majority of inversion algorithms applied in structural dynamics. The invertibility of
a system in general depends on three conditions. Firstly, the dynamic forces and/or the corre-
sponding states must be identifiable from the given set of response measurements. Secondly, the
system inversion algorithm must be stable, such that small perturbations of the data do not give
rise to unbounded errors on the identified quantities. Thirdly, the estimates obtained must be
uniquely defined by the measurement data. In the literature, the main requirements on the system
description for instantaneous invertibility are extensively documented for the general case of linear
systems [19, 20, 21]. For the specific case of linear modally reduced order models, which are often
used in structural dynamics, the general conditions can be directly translated into a number of
requirements on the sensor network, i.e. sensor types, sensor locations, and number of sensors.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the problem of system inversion is outlined.
Next, in Sections 3–5, the requirements on the sensor network are derived, starting from the general
conditions for system invertibility, as given in the literature. Section 6 discusses the practical
implementation of the requirements for a case study, where a sensor network for a footbridge is
designed that allows for the identification of multiple forces on the bridge deck. Finally, in Section 7,
the work is summarized.
2. Problem formulation
In structural dynamics, first principles models, e.g. finite element (FE) models, are widely
used. In many cases, modally reduced order models are applied, constructed from a limited num-
ber of structural modes. When proportional damping is assumed, the continuous-time decoupled
equations of motion for modally reduced order models are given by:
z¨(t) + Γz˙(t) +Ω2z(t) = ΦTSp(t)p(t) (1)
where z(t) ∈ Rnm is the vector of modal coordinates, with nm the number of modes taken into
account in the model. The excitation force is written as the product of a selection matrix Sp(t) ∈
R
ndof×np, specifying the force locations, and a time history vector p(t) ∈ Rnp, with np the number
of forces. For the remainder of this paper, the selection matrix Sp(t) is assumed to be time-
invariant. The results, however, can be readily extended to the case where Sp(t) is varying with
time. The number of degrees of freedom is denoted by ndof . Γ ∈ R
nm×nm is a diagonal matrix
containing the terms 2ξjωj on its diagonal, where ωj and ξj are the natural frequency and modal
damping ratio corresponding to mode j, respectively. Ω ∈ Rnm×nm is a diagonal matrix as well,
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containing the natural frequencies ωj on its diagonal, and Φ ∈ R
ndof×nm is a matrix containing the
mass normalized mode shapes φj as columns. Throughout the paper it is assumed that the system
does not contain rigid body modes, corresponding to a natural frequency ωj = 0 rad/s.
The decoupled governing equations can be written in state-space form, which after time dis-
cretization reads:
x[k+1] = Ax[k] +Bp[k] (2)
where x[k] = x(k∆t), p[k] = p(k∆t), and d[k] = d(k∆t) , k = 1, . . . , N , ∆t is the sampling
time step, and N is the total number of samples. The state vector x[k] consists of the modal
displacements and velocities:
x[k] =
[
z[k]
z˙[k]
]
(3)
The specific form of A and B depends on the time discretization scheme and will not be further
considered. The reader is referred to [22] for a detailed overview of common time discretization
schemes. As an alternative to models based on first principles, models can be directly identified
from experimental vibration data using system identification techniques, see e.g. [23].
The output vector is generally written as:
d(t) = Sd,aΦz¨(t) + Sd,vΦz˙(t) + Sd,dΦz(t) (4)
where Sd,a, Sd,v, and Sd,d ∈ R
nd×ndof are selection matrices indicating the degrees of freedom corre-
sponding to the acceleration, velocity and displacement or strain measurements, respectively. The
output vector is composed of nd,d displacement or strain measurements, nd,v velocity measurements
and nd,a acceleration measurements, where nd is the sum of nd,d, nd,v, and nd,a.
Eq. (4) is transformed into its state-space form, using Eq. (1):
d[k] = Gx[k] + Jp[k] (5)
The expressions for the state-output matrix G and the direct transmission matrix J do in
general not depend on the time discretization scheme, because Eqs. (4) and (5) do not involve a
time lag. The expressions for G and J are given by:
G =
[
Sd,dΦ− Sd,aΦΩ
2 Sd,vΦ− Sd,aΦΓ
]
, J =
[
Sd,aΦΦ
TSp
]
(6)
When process noise and measurement noise are added to Eqs. (2) and (5), respectively, a
discrete-time combined deterministic-stochastic state-space description of the system is obtained:
x[k+1] = Ax[k] +Bp[k] +w[k] (7)
d[k] = Gx[k] + Jp[k] + v[k] (8)
where x[k] ∈ R
ns is the state vector, d[k] ∈ R
nd is the output vector, assumed to be measured, and
p[k] ∈ R
np is the unknown input vector. The deterministic system behaviour is described by the
system matrices A, B, G and J. The process noise w[k] ∈ R
ns and measurement noise v[k] ∈ R
nd
are not considered in what follows. In practice, when both process noise and measurement noise are
present, the estimated forces and system states also depend on the noise processes. The invertibility
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conditions presented in this paper are necessary but not sufficient for guaranteeing that the forces
and system states can be identified in presence of noise.
In structural dynamics, the problem of input estimation consists of estimating the excitation
forces p[k], acting on a structure at known locations, from a set of response measurements d[k].
When joint input-state estimation is performed, the system states x[k] and the excitation forces
p[k] are jointly estimated. Very often, unknown ambient forces such as wind loads are acting on
the structure. For these loads, the force locations or spatial distributions of the forces are not well
known. In this case, joint input-state estimation can be applied to identify a set of forces p[k],
acting at predefined locations, and the corresponding system states. The forces are then not the
true forces acting on the structure but equivalent forces that compensate for any unknown source
of vibration [16].
3. Identifiability conditions
System identifiability requires that the measured output contains information on the quantities
that are estimated, i.e. system inputs and/or system states. This condition can be subdivided into
two separate requirements, the observability requirement and the direct invertibility requirement,
which are both discussed next.
3.1. Observability
System observability requires that all states are observed in the system output. In general,
system observability is tested by means of the rank of the observability matrix O:
O ≡


G
GA
...
GAns−1

 (9)
Theorem 3.1. The system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) is observable if and only if rank(O) = ns,
with ns the number of system states.
Proof. A proof can be found in [24].
When a modally reduced order model is used, system observability requires that all modes
considered in the model contribute to the measured output. From the definition of the observability
matrix in Eq. (9), and the definition of the output vector in Eq. (4), the observability test can be
reformulated in terms of the modal characteristics.
Theorem 3.2. The modally reduced order system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) is observable if and
only if for all damped natural frequencies, with each damped natural frequency having multiplicity
ml (i.e. ωd,j = ωd,j+1 = . . . = ωd,j+ml−1), the following equation holds:
rank((Sd,d + Sd,v + Sd,a)[φj φj+1 . . . φj+ml−1]) = ml (10)
where φj is the mass-normalized mode shape of mode j, and ωd,j = ωj
√
1− ξ2j is the damped
natural frequency corresponding to mode j.
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Proof. The proof proceeds from the decoupled form of the state-space model, as is outlined in Ap-
pendix A. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in Appendix B.
Corollary 3.1. The modally reduced order system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) cannot be observ-
able if the matrix
SdΦ = (Sd,d + Sd,v + Sd,a)Φ (11)
contains any zero columns.
This follows directly from Theorem 3.2, since Eq. (10) cannot hold for all damped natural
frequencies if SdΦ contains zero columns.
Proposition 3.1. If all damped natural frequencies ωd,j are different, the modally reduced order
system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) is observable if and only if the matrix SdΦ does not contain
zero columns.
Proof. If all damped natural frequencies ωd,j are different, than ml = 1 in Eq. (10). In this case,
the system is observable if and only if for all modes j the following equation holds:
rank((Sd,d + Sd,v + Sd,a)φj) = 1 (12)
where (Sd,d + Sd,v + Sd,a)φj ∈ R
nd×1. This is true if at least one element of the column vector
(Sd,d + Sd,v + Sd,a)φj is different from zero. Therefore, Eq. (12) is equivalent to imposing that
column j of the matrix SdΦ is non-zero. Since Eq. (12) has to hold for all modes j, observability
holds if and only if the matrix SdΦ does not contain zero columns.
In the case of pure input estimation, the system states as such are not of interest, and the
observability requirement is of no direct importance. In the case of joint input-state estimation,
both the forces and system states must be identifiable and observability is required.
3.2. Controllability
When unknown ambient forces are exciting the structure, the estimated forces are not the
true forces but rather a set of forces that compensate for any source of vibration, as explained
in Section 2. As these unknown vibration sources generally excite all modes, the forces to be
estimated should be able to do so as well. This is equivalent to imposing system controllability,
which requires that all states can be controlled by the system input.
In general, system controllability is tested by means of the rank of the controllability matrix C:
C ≡
[
B AB . . . Ans−1B
]
(13)
Theorem 3.3. The system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) is controllable if and only if rank(C) = ns,
with ns the number of system states.
Proof. A proof can be found in [24].
When a modally reduced order model is used, the controllability test can be formulated in
terms of the modal characteristics.
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Theorem 3.4. The modally reduced order system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) is controllable if and
only if for all damped natural frequencies, with each damped natural frequency having multiplicity
ml (i.e. ωd,j = ωd,j+1 = . . . = ωd,j+ml−1), the following equation holds:
rank(STp [φj φj+1 . . . φj+ml−1]) = ml (14)
where φj is the mass-normalized mode shape of mode j, and ωd,j = ωj
√
1− ξ2j is the damped
natural frequency corresponding to mode j.
Proof. The proof proceeds from the decoupled form of the state-space model, as is outlined in Ap-
pendix A. The proof of Theorem 3.4 is given in Appendix C.
Corollary 3.2. The modally reduced order system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) cannot be con-
trollable if the matrix STpΦ contains any zero columns.
This follows directly from Theorem 3.4, since Eq. (14) cannot hold for all damped natural
frequencies if STpΦ contains zero columns.
Proposition 3.2. If all damped natural frequencies ωd,j are different, the modally reduced order
system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) is controllable if and only if the matrix STpΦ does not contain
zero columns.
Proof. If all damped natural frequencies ωd,j are different, than ml = 1 in Eq. (14). In this case,
the system is controllable if and only if for all modes j the following equation holds:
rank(STpφj) = 1 (15)
where STpφj ∈ R
np×1. This is true if at least one element of the column vector STpφj is different
from zero. Therefore, Eq. (15) is equivalent to imposing that column j of the matrix STpΦ is
non-zero. Since Eq. (15) has to hold for all modes j, controllability holds if and only if the matrix
STpΦ does not contain zero columns.
The concept of observability and controllability is illustrated by means of a conceptual example.
Example 3.1. Consider a steel beam with I-shaped cross section [18]. The beam has steel plates
welded to its ends and is suspended on very flexible springs (Fig. 1). In this way, dynamic free-free
boundary conditions are approximately obtained.
Fig. 1: Structure as considered for the illustration of the theoretical derivation, three dimensional view.
Assume a modally reduced order model constructed from two modes of the beam, one torsional
mode (mode T1) and one vertical bending mode (mode B1), where both modes have a multiplicity
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of one. A single vertical force, indicated as p1, is acting eccentrically on the beam (Fig. 2). The
response of the structure is measured using one accelerometer, a1, placed on the beam axis. The
force and sensor locations are shown in Fig. 2.
p1
a1
(a)
p1
a1
(b)
Fig. 2: Force and sensor locations as considered for Example 3.1, (a) side view and (b) top view.
Since only bending of the beam contributes to the measured acceleration response, it is clear
that in general:
SdΦ =
T1 B1[
0 ∗
]
(16)
where ∗ indicates a non-zero number. Mode T1 is not observed by the sensor. The observability
matrix O will not have full column rank ns (= 2nm = 4) and the system is not observable.
The force p1 excites both the vertical bending mode and the torsional mode. The matrix S
T
pΦ
becomes:
STpΦ =
T1 B1[
∗ ∗
]
(17)
The matrix STpΦ has no zero columns. Therefore, since all modes have multiplicity one, the system
is controllable.
3.3. Direct invertibility
Direct invertibility requires that the system input can be estimated from the output without
a time delay, which is called instantaneous inversion. The necessary and sufficient condition for
direct invertibility is extensively documented in the literature [20, 21], and is given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.5. The system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) is instantaneously invertible if and only
if rank(J) = np.
Proof. A proof can be found in [20].
For modally reduced order models, this condition results in two important requirements which
have to be taken into account when performing instantaneous system inversion. The first require-
ment is given in the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3. The matrix J (= Sd,aΦΦ
TSp) is of rank np only if rank(S
T
pΦ) = np. This also
implies that the number of forces to be identified np cannot exceed the number of modes nm.
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Proof. The rank of the product of two matrices A1 ∈ R
n1×n2 and A2 ∈ R
n2×n3 satisfies the
following inequality [25]:
rank(A1A2) ≤ min(rank(A1), rank(A2)) (18)
with
rank(A1) ≤ min(n1, n2),
rank(A2) ≤ min(n2, n3)
(19)
By replacing A1 = Sd,aΦ and A2 = Φ
TSp, it follows immediately from Eqs. (18) and (19) that J
is of rank np only if rank(S
T
pΦ) = np and np ≤ nm.
This means that the forces must be able to control at least np modes independently, in order
to be distinguishable.
Proposition 3.4. The matrix J (= Sd,aΦΦ
TSp) is of rank np only if rank(Sd,aΦ) ≥ np. This
implies that the number of acceleration measurements nd,a has to be larger than or equal to the
number of forces np.
Proof. By replacing A1 = Sd,aΦ and A2 = Φ
TSp, it follows immediately from Eqs. (18) and (19)
that J is of rank np only if rank(Sd,aΦ) ≥ np and nd,a ≥ np.
Example 3.2. Assume a modally reduced order model constructed from three modes of the beam,
two torsional modes (modes T1 and T2) and one vertical bending mode (mode B1), with all modes
having a multiplicity of one. Three vertical forces are acting on the beam, one of them eccentrically,
two others centrically, indicated as p1, p2, and p3, respectively. The force locations are shown in
Fig. 3.
p1 p2 p3
(a)
p1
p2 p3
(b)
Fig. 3: Force locations as considered for Example 3.2, (a) side view and (b) top view.
Force p1 excites the torsional modes and the bending mode, whereas forces p2 and p3 only
excite the bending mode. The matrix STpΦ becomes:
STpΦ =
T1 T2 B1
 ∗ ∗ ∗0 0 ∗
0 0 ∗

 p1p2
p3
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All modes are excited by the forces and the three forces are independent. However, STpΦ is not of
rank np, since the two torsional modes cannot be controlled independently by the forces assumed.
As a consequence, the forces cannot be identified independently, regardless of the set of output
measurements.
Example 3.3. Assume a modally reduced order model constructed from three modes of the beam,
one torsional mode (mode T1) and two vertical bending modes (modes B1 and B2). Two vertical
forces are acting centrically on the beam, indicated as p1 and p2. The response of the structure is
measured using two accelerometers. The first accelerometer, a1, measuring the horizontal acceler-
ations, is placed at the web plate, right below the upper beam flange. The second accelerometer,
a2, measuring the vertical accelerations, is placed excentrically. The force and sensor locations are
shown in Fig. 4.
p1 p2
a1 a2
(a)
p1 p2a1
a2
(b)
Fig. 4: Force and sensor locations as considered for Example 3.3, (a) side view and (b) top view.
Forces p1 and p2 excite the bending modes of the beam. The torsional mode is not excited.
The matrix STpΦ becomes
[
STpΦ
]
=
T1 B1 B2[
0 ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
]
p1
p2
Acceleration a1 only contains a contribution from the torsional mode, whereas acceleration a2
contains a contribution from all modes. The matrix Sd,aΦ becomes
[
Sd,aΦ
]
=
T1 B1 B2[
∗ 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗
]
a1
a2
Both forces are independent and, in general, rank(STpΦ) = np. The system will, however, not
be instantaneously invertible, since there is not a direct coupling between acceleration a1 and the
excitation forces. Consequently, matrix J (= Sd,aΦΦ
TSp) is not of rank np.
4. Stability conditions
Stability of system inversion is mainly an issue for time domain inversion algorithms. The
stability of the system inversion depends on the poles of the inverse system and therefore on the
transmission zeros of the original system [21].
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Consider the system described by Eqs. (2) and (5). A number λj ∈ C is called a finite trans-
mission zero of the system if [26]:
rank
([
A− λjI B
G J
])
< ns +min(np, nd) (20)
If λj is a finite transmission zero of the system, there exist vectors x[0] ∈ C
ns and p[0] ∈ C
np such
that [
A− λjI B
G J
] [
x[0]
p[0]
]
=
[
0
0
]
(21)
The input
pz[k] =
{
p[0] for k = 0
p[0]λ
k
j for k = 1,2,. . .
(22)
applied to the system with initial condition x[0] then yields d[k] = 0 for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
If a transmission zero λj is located inside the unit circle, i.e. |λj| < 1, the transmission zero
is called stable. If a transmission zero is located at the unit circle, i.e. |λj | = 1, the transmission
zero is called marginally stable. If a finite transmission zero is located outside the unit circle,
i.e. 1 < |λj | <∞, the transmission zero is called unstable.
Theorem 4.1. If the system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) has no finite transmission zeros, there
exists an inverse system for which the poles can be arbitrarily located in the complex plane. If the
system described by Eqs. (2) and (5) has no unstable or marginally stable transmission zeros, the
poles of the inverse system can be chosen such that the system inversion is stable.
Proof. The proof for continuous-time systems is given in [21] and can be readily extended to
discrete-time systems.
Theorem 4.1 holds for instantaneous system inversion, as well as for time delayed inversion
(e.g. [27]). If the system contains unstable or marginally stable zeros (|λj | ≥ 1), a stable instanta-
neous inverse does not exist. By applying a time delay in the inversion process, the inverse system
can be stabilized. In this paper, the focus is on instantaneous inversion, however.
The transmission zeros of a system depend on all four system matrices A, B, G and J and are
found by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (21). When a modally reduced
order model is used, not only the mode shapes φj but also the natural frequencies ωj and the
modal damping ratios ξj determine the location of the system transmission zeros. In addition,
the system zeros depend on the type and number of sensors used to measure the response (i.e. on
the selection matrices Sd,d, Sd,v, and Sd,a), on whether these measurements are collocated with
the forces (i.e. the relation between Sd,d, Sd,v, Sd,a and Sp), on the time discretization scheme
used, etc. For these reasons, a direct relation between the output vector and the occurrence of
system transmission zeros cannot be derived and the system transmission zeros have to be checked
systematically for each choice of the sensor network.
Theorem 4.2. If only acceleration and/or velocity measurements are included in the output vector,
there will always be at least one purely real transmission zero λj = 1.
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix D.
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The transmission zero λj = 1, located at the unit circle, corresponds to excitation at a frequency
of 0 Hz (see Eq. (22), pz[k] = p[0] for all k if λj = 1). The zero occurs because both acceleration
and velocity measurements are insensitive to excitation which is constant in time. If no unstable
system zeros are present, the instantaneous inversion will be marginally stable. This is commonly
encountered in structural dynamics, where acceleration measurements are used extensively, as they
can be accurately measured at a relatively low cost.
Theorem 4.3. Transmission zeros of the system corresponding to a frequency of 0 Hz can be
avoided by requiring that rank(J−G(A− I)−1B) = min(np, nd).
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix E.
Proposition 4.1. The matrix J − G(A − I)−1B is of rank min(np, nd) only if the number of
displacement/strain measurements nd,d is larger than or equal to the number of forces np.
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix F.
Imposing that rank(J −G(A − I)−1B) = min(np, nd) ensures a direct coupling between the
measured displacement/strain responses and the estimated forces through at least np modes com-
posing the model. The choice of displacement or strain measurements (number of measurements,
measurement locations and directions) is based on the same principles as the choice of acceleration
measurements, needed for system invertibility (section 3.3). The reader is referred to Example 3.3
for an illustration of the concept.
5. Uniqueness conditions
The uniqueness of the identified forces and/or system states depends on the system transmission
zeros, as stated in the following corollary:
Corollary 5.1. The input of a system with at least one finite transmission zero cannot be uniquely
reconstructed.
This follows directly from the definition of a system transmission zero: there exists an input
and an initial state for which the system output is zero (Eq. (21)). As a consequence, the input
cannot be uniquely reconstructed from the measured output. When the forces and system states
are jointly estimated, both estimated quantities cannot be uniquely determined.
Example 5.1. When the system output only consists of acceleration measurements, the static
component of both the identified forces and system states cannot be retrieved from the measure-
ments. By adding displacement and/or strain measurements, such that rank(J−G(A− I)−1B) =
min(np, nd), the static component is identified as well.
6. Implementation for a footbridge model
In this section, the conditions as derived above are implemented in the design of a sensor
network for a footbridge that allows for the identification of multiple forces on the bridge deck.
The footbridge, depicted in Fig. 5, is located in Ninove (Belgium) where it crosses the Dender river.
It is a two-span cable-stayed steel bridge with a main and secondary span of 36 m and 22.5 m,
respectively.
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Fig. 5: The footbridge in Ninove, Belgium.
6.1. System model
The system matrices are constructed from a finite element (FE) model of the bridge, developed
using the FE program ANSYS. The model has been calibrated using a set of experimentally
identified modal characteristics, which are obtained through a combined output-only [28] and input-
output system identification procedure [23]. The first 3 modes calculated using the calibrated FE
model are shown in Fig. 6.
A reduced-order discrete-time state-space model is constructed from the FE model of the foot-
bridge, applying a zero order hold assumption on the force. The model includes the 15 modes listed
in Table 1. For each mode, the mass normalized mode shape is assumed to be known from the FE
model, whereas the natural frequency and the modal damping ratio are taken as the experimen-
tally identified values. Table 1 presents the experimentally identified modal characteristics. The
system model is now used to illustrate the design of a sensor network for input estimation, hereby
implementing the conditions as outlined in the first part of this paper.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3
Fig. 6: Results of the FE modal analysis for the first 3 modes (displacement vector sum) (a) 3D-view, (b) front view
and (c) top view. Modes correspond to the calibrated FE model.
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No. fid [Hz] ξid [%] ωid,d [rad s
−1] Description
1 2.98 0.40 18.72 First vertical bending main span
2 3.08 0.67 19.35 First lateral bending main span
3 3.81 0.58 23.94 First lateral bending main and secondary span
4 5.84 0.89 36.69 First lateral bending secondary span
5 6.00 0.67 37.70 First vertical bending secondary span
6 6.92 0.29 43.48 First torsion main span
7 8.00 0.76 50.26 Second vertical bending main span
8 9.84 0.48 61.83 Second lateral bending main and secondary span
9 10.98 0.87 68.99 First torsion secondary span
10 12.52 1.62 78.66 Third lateral bending main and secondary span
11 13.55 0.52 85.14 Third vertical bending main span
12 14.02 0.16 88.09 Third lateral bending main span
13 14.71 0.57 92.42 Second vertical bending secondary span
14 17.29 0.14 108.64 Fourth lateral bending main span
15 18.57 0.46 116.68 Fourth vertical bending main span
Table 1: Experimentally identified modal characteristics (fid: natural frequency, ξid: modal damping ratio, and ωid,d:
damped natural frequency).
6.2. Design of sensor network
Consider two forces to be estimated (i.e. pure input estimation). The forces are applied verti-
cally to the bridge deck, at node 27 and node 48 (see Fig. 7). The locations and directions of the
forces are assumed known. A set of five possible sensor locations is indicated in Fig 7. For each
of these locations, the vertical (z-direction) and lateral (y-direction) response can be measured
(displacement, velocity or acceleration). The total number of candidate measurement locations is
limited to five for this theoretical example, but can be readily extended.
27 39
48
y
xz
27
48
39
20
7
27
48
Fig. 7: Overview of the force locations (squares) and possible sensor locations (circles).
The forces are denoted by p27z and p48z. Response measurements are denoted by dαiζ, where
α refers to the sensor type (a: acceleration, v: velocity, d: displacement)), i refers to the number
of the measurement location (node number) and ζ denotes the measurement direction (z or y).
The design of the sensor network now consists of determining a subset of output measurements
such that the estimation of the applied forces becomes possible. Since force identification is aimed
at, the system states as such are not of interest, and observability is not required. In addition, the
force locations and directions are known and, therefore, system controllability is not relevant for
this case. The direct invertibility conditions, the stability conditions, and the uniqueness conditions
are implemented in the following paragraphs.
6.2.1. Direct invertibility conditions
Direct invertibility requires the direct transmission matrix J to be of rank np (Theorem 3.5). In
order to check if rank(STpΦ) = np (Proposition 3.3), one could first verify whether for each subset
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of np,e forces (with np,e ≤ np) the number of modes excited nm,e is larger than or equal to np,e,
and check the rank of STpΦ hereafter. The number of modes excited by a subset of np,e forces is
found as the number of non-zero columns of the matrix STp,eΦ, where Sp,e ∈ R
ndof×np,e is obtained
from the matrix Sp by retaining the columns corresponding to the subset of np,e forces.
Fig. 8 shows a graphical representation of the matrix STpΦ, indicating the modes (columns)
excited by the forces (rows). For this case study, the two forces to be estimated are independent
and excite a large number of modes (≥ 2), as seen from Fig. 8. Therefore, STpΦ, will be of full rank.
As a verification, the singular values of the matrix STpΦ are shown in Fig. 11a. The two singular
values are larger than zero and the rank of STpΦ equals two. If this were not the case, it would not
be possible to identify the two forces independently, regardless of the set of output measurements
(Proposition 3.3).
Imposing that STpΦ must be of rank np is necessary but not sufficient for guaranteeing that J
is of rank np. In addition, at least np acceleration measurements are required (Proposition 3.4),
that ensure a direct coupling between the measured acceleration responses and the estimated forces
through at least np modes composing the model. In order to check if rank(J) = np, one could first
verify whether for each subset of np,e forces the modes excited (nm,e modes) contribute to at least
np,e acceleration responses, and calculate the rank of J hereafter. The modes excited by a subset of
np,e forces are found from the non-zero columns of the matrix S
T
p,eΦ. The number of acceleration
responses containing a contribution from a subset of nm,e modes is found as the number of non-zero
rows of the matrix Sd,aΦe, where Φe ∈ R
ndof×nm,e is obtained from the matrix Φ by retaining the
columns corresponding to the subset of the nm,e modes excited.
Fig. 9 shows a graphical representation of the matrix Sd,αΦ, indicating the contribution of the
modes (columns) to each of the possible outputs (rows). At this point, no distinction is made
between displacement, velocity, and acceleration measurements. The matrix SdΦ corresponding to
the true sensor layout will thus be a combination of rows of the matrix Sd,αΦ, shown in Fig. 9. For
this case study, at least two acceleration measurements are required. By selecting two collocated
acceleration measurements, i.e. da27z and da48z, the input-output coupling is assured in this case
and the matrix J is of rank np. If, however, it is not possible to perform collocated measurements,
the acceleration measurements are preferably chosen such that the coupling through the modes
significantly excited by the forces, is large.
A choice can be made based on the graphical representation of the matrices STpΦ and Sd,αΦ,
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. The coupling between a force pjz and a single output
dαiζ is studied by comparing the corresponding row of the matrices STpΦ and Sd,αΦ, respectively.
An appropriate set of non-collocated acceleration measurements in this case consists of the vertical
accelerations da7z and da39z. For the force at node 27 (p27z), there is a strong coupling to the
output da7z through modes 7, 11, and 15. For the force at node 48 (p48z), there is a strong coupling
to the output da39z through modes 5, 9, and 13. For the set of two non-collocated acceleration
measurements, da7z and da39z, the singular values of the matrix J are shown in Fig. 11b. As all
singular values are larger than zero, the rank of J equals two.
For the remainder of this example, the two acceleration measurements da7z and da39z are
included in the data vector d[k]. This set of measurements can, however, be extended taking into
account the remaining requirements on stability and uniqueness.
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Fig. 8: Graphical representation of the matrix STpΦ. Absolute value of the matrix elements is shown.
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Fig. 9: Graphical representation of the matrix Sd,αΦ used in the design of the sensor network. Absolute value of the
matrix elements is shown.
6.2.2. Stability conditions
Starting from the set of acceleration measurements selected in section 6.2.1, i.e. da7z and da39z,
it is now investigated how the set of output measurements has to be extended, in order to ensure
the stability of the system inversion algorithm.
Figure 10 shows the finite transmission zeros for the system with input p27z, p48z, and output
da7z, da39z (2 acceleration measurements). From the figure, it is clear that some zeros are unstable.
Therefore, stable instantaneous system inversion will not be possible.
−2 −1 0 1 2
−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
Re(z)
Im
(z)
Fig. 10: System transmission zeros in the z-plane (input: p27z and p48z, output: da7z and da39z). Stable transmis-
sion zeros are indicated by circles, unstable zeros by solid squares, and marginally stable zeros by solid diamonds.
In order to obtain a system with only stable finite transmission zeros, additional outputs have
to be included in the output vector d[k]. Since displacement (or strain) measurements are required
in any case to avoid marginally stable zeros, corresponding to a transmission zero frequency of
0 Hz (indicated by solid diamond in Fig. 10), additional displacement measurements are defined
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first.
At least np displacement/strain measurements are required (Proposition 4.1), that ensure a di-
rect coupling between the measured displacement/strain responses and the estimated forces through
at least np modes composing the model. In order to check if rank(J−G(A−I)
−1B) = min(np, nd),
one could first verify whether for each subset of np,e forces the modes excited (nm,e modes) con-
tribute to at least np,e displacement or strain responses, and calculate the rank of J−G(A−I)
−1B
hereafter. The modes excited by a subset of np,e forces are found from the non-zero columns of
the matrix STp,eΦ, where Sp,e ∈ R
ndof×np,e is obtained from the matrix Sp by retaining the columns
corresponding to the subset of np,e forces. The number of displacement/strain responses contain-
ing a contribution from a subset of nm,e modes is found as the number of non-zero rows of the
matrix Sd,dΦe, where Φe ∈ R
ndof×nm,e is obtained from the matrix Φ by retaining the columns
corresponding to the subset of the nm,e modes excited.
For this case study, at least two displacement measurements are required in order to avoid
marginally stable zeros. The selection of two collocated displacement measurements is recom-
mended to ensure input-output coupling, i.e. dd27z and dd48z, but other choices can be made,
based on Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. One possible non-collocated choice here is to extend the set of accelera-
tion measurements by two displacement measurements, chosen as dd20z and dd39y. For the force
at node 27 (p27z), there is a coupling to the output dd20z through a large number of modes. For
the force at node 48 (p48z), there is a coupling to the output dd39y, particularly through modes
9 and 10. For the set of output measurements da7z, da39z, dd20z, and dd39y, the singular values
of the matrix J−G(A− I)−1B are shown in Fig. 11c. As all singular values are larger than zero,
the matrix is of rank two. The system obtained by adding the two displacement measurements to
the output vector does no longer have finite transmission zeros and stable inversion of the system
is possible.
6.2.3. Uniqueness conditions
In section 6.2.2, it is mentioned that for the set of output measurements da7z, da39z, dd20z,
and dd39y, the system does not have finite transmission zeros. Therefore, the input of the system
can be uniquely reconstructed from the measured output. The uniqueness condition in this case
does not impose additional constraints.
The measurement setup as retained is summarized in Table 2. For the selection, it is assumed
that collocated measurements cannot be performed.
No. Code Node Type Direction Main reason for selection
1 da7z 7 Acceleration Vertical Direct invertibility (section 6.2.1)
2 da39z 39 Acceleration Vertical Direct invertibility (section 6.2.1)
3 dd20z 20 Displacement Vertical Stability conditions (section 6.2.2)
4 dd39y 39 Displacement Lateral Stability conditions (section 6.2.2)
Table 2: Summary of the output measurements selected taking into account the general conditions for instantaneous
system inversion.
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Fig. 11: Singular values of (a) matrix STpΦ, (b) matrix J (= Sd,aΦΦ
T
Sp, output: da7z and da39z), and (c) matrix
J−G(A− I)−1B (output: da7z, da39z, dd20z, and dd39y).
7. Conclusions
In this paper, general conditions for the invertibility of linear system models have been presented
for the specific case of modally reduced order models. The conditions apply to any instantaneous
input estimation or joint input-state estimation algorithm and ensure the identifiability, stability,
and uniqueness of the identified quantities. It is shown that the general invertibility conditions
can be reformulated in terms of the modal characteristics of the structure. The practical imple-
mentation of the invertibility conditions is discussed for a case study where a sensor network for a
footbridge is designed.
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Appendix A. Decoupling of a state-space model
Consider a transformation of the state vector x[k] → T
−1x[k], with T ∈ C
ns×ns a nonsin-
gular matrix. A transformation of the system matrices (A,B,G,J) → (T−1AT,T−1B,GT,J)
preserves the input-output map provided by the state-space description and corresponds to the
transformation of the state vector under T−1.
The system defined by Eqs. (2) and (5) is decoupled by putting T = Ψd, with Ψd ∈ C
ns×ns a
matrix containing the eigenvectors of A as columns [29]:
AΨd = ΨdΛd (A.1)
where Λd ∈ C
ns×ns is a diagonal matrix containing the damped eigenvalues λd,n of A on its
diagonal. The system obtained after transformation is given by:
xm[k+1] = Λdxm[k] + L
T
dp[k] (A.2)
d[k] = Φdxm[k] + Jp[k] (A.3)
The state-output matrix of the decoupled system Φd is given by:
Φd =
[
Φds Φds
]
(A.4)
where, as shown in [29]:
Φds = Sd,dΦ+ iSd,vΦΩd − Sd,aΦΩ
2
d (A.5)
In the equation above, Ωd ∈ C
nm×nm is a diagonal matrix containing the damped natural frequen-
cies ωd,j on its diagonal, where ωd,j = ωj
√
1− ξ2j for proportionally damped structures, which is
related to λd,n in Eq. (A.1) as: λd,n = e
iωd,n∆t if n ≤ nm, and λd,n = e
−iωd,n−nm∆t if n > nm,
with ∆t the sampling time step. The overbar in Eq. (A.4) denotes the complex conjugate of a
matrix. It is assumed that the eigenvectors of A, i.e. the columns of the matrix Ψd, are ordered
and scaled such that Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) hold, given that the mode shapes Φ are scaled to unit
modal mass. The proof, however, can be readily extended to the general case where the columns
of Ψd are arbitrarily scaled.
The state-input matrix of the decoupled system LTd in Eq. (A.2) is given by:
LTd =
[
Lds Lds
]T
(A.6)
Lds is a matrix containing the modal participation factors as columns. In accordance to the dynamic
(Betti-Rayleigh) reciprocity theorem, it is found that:
Lds = S
T
pΦQs (A.7)
where Qs ∈ C
nm×nm is a nonsingular diagonal matrix containing the modal scaling factors qj on
its diagonal [29].
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Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3.2
A transformation of the state vector x[k] → T
−1x[k] and the corresponding transformation of
the system, as considered in Appendix A, do not affect the system observability. This is shown
next.
The observability matrix O′ of the system obtained after transformation is given by:
O
′ =


GT
GAT
...
GAns−1T

 = OT (B.1)
with O the observability matrix of the original system, as defined in Eq. (9). Since the matrix T
is of full rank, the rank of O equals the rank of O′ [25].
For T = Ψd, withΨd the matrix containing the eigenvectors ofA (see Eq. (A.1)), the decoupled
system given by Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) is obtained. The observability matrix of the decoupled system
is given by:
O
′ =


GΨd
GAΨd
...
GA2nm−1Ψd

 =


Φd
ΦdΛd
...
ΦdΛ
2nm−1
d

 (B.2)
By applying elementary row operations it can be shown that O′ is row equivalent to the following
matrix:
O
′′ =


φd,1 φd,2 . . . φd,2nm
0 φd,2 (λd,2 − λd,1) . . . φd,2nm (λd,2nm − λd,1)
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . φd,2nm
∏2nm−1
n=1 (λd,2nm − λd,n)

 (B.3)
where φd,n ∈ C
nd is the n-th column of the matrix Φd. The rank of O
′′ equals the rank of O′
and thus of O. Therefore, O is of full rank if and only if for all eigenvalues, with each eigenvalue
having multiplicity mk (i.e. λd,n = λd,n+1 = . . . = λd,n+mk−1), the following equation holds:
rank([φd,n φd,n+1 . . . φd,n+mk−1]) = mk (B.4)
where 1 ≤ mk ≤ nm for damped structures. From Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) it follows that Eq. (B.4)
holds if and only if for all damped natural frequencies, with each damped natural frequency having
multiplicity ml (i.e. ωd,j = ωd,j+1 = . . . = ωd,j+ml−1), the following equation holds:
rank((Sd,d + iωd,jSd,v − ω
2
d,jSd,a)[φj φj+1 . . . φj+ml−1]) = ml (B.5)
where φj is the mass-normalized mode shape of mode j, and ωd,j = ωj
√
1− ξ2j is the damped
natural frequency corresponding to mode j, with j = n if n ≤ nm and j = n−nm if n > nm, nm is
the number of modes taken into account in the model. Under the assumption that each element of
the output vector d(t) consists of either an acceleration measurement, a velocity measurement, a
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displacement measurement or a strain measurement, i.e. every non-zero row in one of the selection
matrices Sd,a, Sd,v and Sd,d corresponds to a zero row in the other two matrices, and for ωd,j 6= 0,
Eq. (B.5) is equivalent to Eq. (B.6):
rank((Sd,d + Sd,v + Sd,a)[φj φj+1 . . . φj+ml−1]) = ml (B.6)
The matrix (Sd,d + Sd,v + Sd,a)[φj φj+1 . . . φj+ml−1] in Eq. (B.6) is obtained from the matrix
(Sd,d + iωd,jSd,v − ω
2
d,jSd,a)[φj φj+1 . . . φj+mj−1] in Eq. (B.5) by multiplying each row by a
non-zero scaling factor. These row operations do not affect the matrix rank [25].
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 3.4
A transformation of the state vector x[k] → T
−1x[k] and the corresponding transformation of
the system, as considered in Appendix B, do not affect the system controllability. This is shown
next.
The controllability matrix C′ of the system obtained after transformation is given by:
C
′ =
[
T−1B T−1AB . . . T−1Ans−1B
]
= T−1C (C.1)
with C the controllability matrix of the original system, as defined in Eq. (13). Since the matrix
T−1 is of full rank, the rank of C equals the rank of C′ [25].
For T = Ψd, withΨd the matrix containing the eigenvectors ofA (see Eq. (A.1)), the decoupled
system given by Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) is obtained. The controllability matrix of the decoupled
system is given by:
C
′ =
[
Ψ−1d B Ψ
−1
d AB . . . Ψ
−1
d A
2nm−1B
]
=
[
LTd ΛdL
T
d . . . Λ
2nm−1
d L
T
d
]
(C.2)
By applying elementary column operations it can be shown that C′ is column equivalent to the
following matrix:
C
′′ =


lTd,1 0 . . . 0
lTd,2 l
T
d,2 (λd,2 − λd,1) . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
lTd,2nm l
T
d,2nm
(λd,2nm − λd,1) . . . l
T
d,2nm
∏2nm−1
n=1 (λd,2nm − λd,n)

 (C.3)
where ld,n is the n-th column of the matrix Ld. The rank of C
′′ equals the rank of C′ and thus
of C. Therefore, C is of full rank if and only if for all eigenvalues, with each eigenvalue having
multiplicity mk (i.e. λd,n = λd,n+1 = . . . = λd,n+mk−1), the following equation holds:
rank([ld,n ld,n+1 . . . ld,n+mk−1]) = mk (C.4)
where 1 ≤ mk ≤ nm for damped structures. From Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7) it follows that Eq. (C.4)
holds if and only if for all damped natural frequencies, with each damped natural frequency having
multiplicity ml (i.e. ωd,j = ωd,j+1 = . . . = ωd,j+ml−1), the following equation holds:
rank(STp [qjφj qj+1φj+1 . . . qj+ml−1φj+ml−1]) = ml (C.5)
where φj is the mass-normalized mode shape of mode j, and qj is the modal scaling factor of
mode j, i.e. the j-th diagonal element of the matrix Qs in Eq. (A.7), with j = n if n ≤ nm, and
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j = n − nm if n > nm, nm is the number of modes taken into account in the model. For qj 6= 0,
Eq. (C.5) is equivalent to Eq. (C.6):
rank(STp [φj φj+1 . . . φj+ml−1]) = ml (C.6)
The matrix STp [φj φj+1 . . . φj+ml−1] in Eq. (C.6) is obtained from the matrix S
T
p [qjφj qj+1φj+1
. . . qj+ml−1φj+ml−1] in Eq. (C.5) by multiplying each column by a non-zero scaling factor. These
column operations do not affect the matrix rank [25].
Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 4.2
A transformation of the state vector x[k] → T
−1x[k] and the corresponding transformation of
the system, as considered in Appendix B, do not affect the system zeros. This is shown next.
The system transmission zeros λj ∈ C of the system obtained after transformation fulfil the
following inequality (cfr. Eq. (20)):
rank
([
T−1AT− λjI T
−1B
GT J
])
< ns +min(np, nd) (D.1)
Decomposition of the matrix in Eq. (D.1) yields:
rank
([
T−1 0
0 Ind
] [
A− λjI B
G J
] [
T 0
0 Inp
])
< ns +min(np, nd) (D.2)
where Ind ∈ R
nd×nd and Inp ∈ R
np×np are identity matrices. The transformation matrix T is
nonsingular. Therefore, Eq. (D.2) holds if and only if:
rank
([
A− λjI B
G J
])
< ns +min(np, nd) (D.3)
This implies that the transmission zeros of the system obtained after transformation under T equal
the transmission zeros of the original system.
For T = Ψd, withΨd the matrix containing the eigenvectors ofA (see Eq. (A.1)), the decoupled
system given by Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) is obtained, and Eq. (D.1) becomes:
rank
([
Λd − λjI L
T
d
Φd J
])
< ns +min(np, nd) (D.4)
The system defined by Eqs. (2) and (5) has a transmission zero λj = 1 if and only if:
rank
([
Λd − I L
T
d
Φd J
])
< ns +min(np, nd) (D.5)
Under the assumption that the system does not contain rigid body modes (λd,n 6= 1), Λd − I is of
full rank, and the following equality holds:
rank
([
Λd − I L
T
d
Φd J
])
= rank
([
Λd − I 0
0 J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd
])
= ns + rank(J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd ) (D.6)
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Time discretization of the system does not change the response of the system to excitation which
is constant in time (ω = 0 rad/s, λ = 1) [30]. Therefore, any input p[k] = p, with p ∈ R
np an
arbitrary vector which does not depend on the time step k, yields zero velocities and accelerations
at steady state: d[k] = 0, xm[k+1] = xm[k]. For the case of excitation which is constant in time
(p[k] = p), elaboration of Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) yields:
J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd = 0 (D.7)
From Eqs. (D.6) and (D.7) it follows that:
rank
([
Λd − I L
T
d
Φd J
])
= ns < ns +min(np, nd) (D.8)
with np > 0 and nd > 0. This shows that λj = 1 is a transmission zero of the system defined by
Eqs. (2) and (5) if the output vector d[k] only contains acceleration and/or velocity measurements.
Appendix E. Proof of Theorem 4.3
In Appendix D it is found that the system defined by Eqs. (2) and (5) has a transmission zero
λj = 1 if and only if Eq. (D.5) holds. Taking into account Eq. (D.6) and assuming that none of
the modes is a rigid body mode characterized by ωd,j = 0 rad/s, it follows that in order to avoid
transmission zeros λj = 1, the following equation must hold:
rank(J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd ) ≥ min(np, nd) (E.1)
Taking into account that Λd = ΨdAΨ
−1
d , L
T
d = ΨdB, and Φd = GΨ
−1
d , it can be shown that:
rank(J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd ) = rank(J−G(A− I)
−1B) (E.2)
Since the rank of a matrix cannot be larger than any of its dimensions (i.e rank(J−G(A−I)−1B) ≤
min(np, nd)), it can be concluded that transmission zeros of a system corresponding to a frequency
of 0 Hz (λj = 1) can be avoided by requiring that rank(J−G(A− I)
−1B) = min(np, nd).
Appendix F. Proof of Proposition 4.1
From Eq. (E.2) it is found that rank(J−G(A− I)−1B) = min(np, nd) if and only if:
rank(J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd ) = min(np, nd) (F.1)
The nd rows of the matrix J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd can be split in (1) nd,a + nd,v rows corresponding
to acceleration and velocity measurements, and (2) nd,d rows corresponding to displacement/strain
measurements, with nd = nd,a+nd,v+nd,d, where nd is the total number of output measurements,
and nd,a, nd,v, and nd,d are the number of acceleration, velocity, and displacement/strain measure-
ments, respectively. The nd,a + nd,v rows of the matrix J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd corresponding to the
acceleration and velocity measurements are all zero, since Eq. (D.7) holds. As the rank of a matrix
cannot be larger than any of its dimensions and the nd,a + nd,v zero rows do not contribute to the
matrix rank, the following equation holds:
rank(J−Φd(Λd − I)
−1LTd ) ≤ min(np, nd,d) (F.2)
Since the presence of transmission zeros corresponding to a frequency of 0 Hz are associated with
acceleration or velocity measurements, nd,a + nd,v > 0, and nd > nd,d. From Eq. (F.2) it is found
that, for nd > nd,d, Eq. (F.1) can only hold if nd,d ≥ np.
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